We stacked daily Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) displacement increments in southwest Japan to detect the cumulative crustal deformation accompanying non-volcanic low-frequency tremors from April 1, 2004 to December 31, 2009, which are difficult to identify for individual slow slip events (SSEs). We successfully detected the crustal deformation associated with the tectonic stress releases coincident with tremor activity, which was larger than that caused by short-term SSEs detected in previous studies. To investigate the characteristics of the detected crustal deformation, we estimated the parameters of a rectangular fault model in segments along the Nankai Trough using a non-linear inversion method. Consequently, we obtained results that were concordant with those of previous studies and positive linear correlations between the moment and tremor energy in some segments. The linear regression slopes differed, reflecting the fact that the excitation efficiency of the tremors resulting from slow slip was different for each segment. Our results suggest that tremor activity serves as a proxy for SSEs, reflecting the different characteristics of SSEs in segments.
Introduction
Megathrust earthquakes occur repeatedly with certain recurrence intervals along the boundary between a subducting oceanic plate and continental plate. "Slow earthquakes, " with fault slip rates between the fast rupture of a regular earthquake and stable sliding, have also been detected by dense geodetic and seismological observation. Slow slip events (SSEs), which constitute one type of slow earthquake, release accumulated inter-plate strain with durations of days to years and radiate no seismic energy (cf. Schwartz and Rokosky 2007) . SSEs often occur at down-dip extensions of the megathrust seismogenic zones on plate interfaces and perturb the surrounding stress field. Although SSEs release accumulated strain in SSE zones, they can increase the strain in up-dip seismogenic locked zones. Therefore, better understanding of SSEs is very important for improving earthquake hazard assessment (e.g., Obara and Kato 2016) .
In southwest Japan, the Philippine Sea Plate subducts beneath the Amurian Plate along the Nankai Trough ( Fig. 1 ) and many previous studies have indicated that various types of slow earthquakes have occurred along the plate interface. Long-term SSEs with durations of several months to years have been observed using the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) from the GNSS Earth Observation Network System (GEONET) established by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI) in the Bungo channel (e.g., Hirose et al. 1999) , and the moment was estimated to be approximately equivalent to moment magnitude (Mw) 7 in each event. In western Shikoku, smaller long-term SSEs with durations of 1-2 years have also been detected (Takagi et al. 2016 ). Short-term SSEs with durations of several days to weeks have been observed using tilt data from the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience (NIED) Hi-net (e.g., Obara et al. 2004 ) and, in recent years, GNSS data (Nishimura et al. Fujita et al. Earth, Planets and Space (2019) 71:96 2013; Nishimura 2014). The estimated moment magnitudes of short-term SSEs range from 5.4 to 6.2 (Sekine et al. 2010) , which are smaller than those of long-term SSEs. In particular, short-term SSEs in southwest Japan, which are synchronized with non-volcanic low-frequency tremor activity (Obara 2002) , have repeatedly occurred with a recurrence interval of about 6 months (Hirose and Obara 2005) . Such coincidental occurrence of SSEs and tremors is called Episodic Tremor and Slip (ETS) (Rogers and Dragert 2003) . It is reported that there is a strong correlation between SSE moment and tremor energy and it, therefore, suggests that tremor activity can be a proxy for short-term SSEs in southwest Japan (Hiramatsu et al. 2008 ). Frank (2016) focused on a rather quiet period with minor tremor activity and no major slow slip events detected geodetically and calculated the cumulative GNSS displacement by summing up the displacement increments during minor tremor events. He reported that small but significant crustal deformation releasing accumulated strain could be detected by stacking the GNSS displacement increments because the signal-tonoise ratio of GNSS time series can be increased by calculating cumulative displacements.
Slow slip events in southwest Japan generally have smaller magnitudes than those in Cascadia, and it is more difficult to detect their signals. As mentioned above, some such events have been observed using tiltmeters Fig. 2 . Black dashed contours show the iso-depth of the plate interface between the Philippine Sea and Amurian Plates (Baba et al. 2002; Nakajima and Hasegawa 2007; Hirose et al. 2008) . Gray rectangles indicate the boundaries of five segments. (Inset) Tectonic map around the Japanese Islands. PA, PHS, and AM denote the Pacific, Philippine Sea, and Amurian Plates, respectively. Red and blue rectangles indicate the analysis area in this study and the area where the six reference GNSS stations are located, respectively and GNSS. However, it is not always straightforward to identify the signals of each SSE in GNSS data because they are small and buried in noise. Furthermore, there may be some crustal deformation accompanying minor tremor episodes that are undetectable even using tiltmeters because their signals are too weak to detect geodetically (Sekine et al. 2010) . Therefore, in this study, we applied the stacking method proposed by Frank (2016) to GNSS and tremor data in southwest Japan to detect the cumulative displacements associated with tectonic stress release events, including previously identified SSEs, which are difficult to identify for each individual SSE in GNSS data. In addition, we estimated the fault parameters based on the detected surface displacements and analyzed the different characteristics of the SSEs, including the relation between the moment of the SSE and the energy of the tremor activity in each segment.
Data and methods

Data and pre-processing of GNSS time series
We selected 111 GNSS stations around Shikoku in southwest Japan (Fig. 1 ) and used their daily coordinates estimated by employing the precise point positioning (PPP) strategy using GIPSY software between April 1, 2004 and December 31, 2009 . The analysis period is limited by the beginning of the tremor catalog studied by Annoura et al. (2016) , as mentioned later. The last day of our analysis, that is, December 31, 2009 is selected to avoid any possible effects of the long-term SSEs in the Bungo channel (e.g., Ozawa 2017) and co-and post-seismic displacement of the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake (e.g., Nishimura et al. 2011 ). This period includes some short-term SSEs detected from tilt data (Sekine et al. 2010) and GNSS data (Nishimura et al. 2013) . We divided the analysis area into five segments labeled I to V along the Nankai Trough. The long sides of the segments were almost parallel to the direction of plate convergence and each segment was analyzed separately because small SSEs associated with minor tremor activity below one segment are expected to generate enough small surface displacements to ignore in the neighboring segments. As tremor data, we used the catalog studied by Annoura et al. (2016) and calculated the daily sum of the tremor seismic energy in each segment.
We defined the displacement increments of the GNSS time series as shown in Eq. (1): where x denotes a daily coordinate component [eastwest (EW) or north-south (NS)] and d denotes the successive number of GNSS coordinates during the analysis period. When there were missing GNSS coordinates on some day, we ignored them and counted only the number
of days with coordinates existing at each GNSS station. Specifically, d was defined as shown in Eq. (2): where N is the total number of days with GNSS coordinates existing at each GNSS station during the analysis period. Note that d does not indicate time in years t , which is described later in Eq. (4).
As pre-processing of the GNSS time series, we firstly removed the coseismic and artificial offsets. As discussed in detail later, we focused on the displacement increments of the GNSS time series defined above in Eq. (1). Therefore, we eliminated the displacement increments for 3 days before and after major earthquakes as well as antenna changes based on the list provided by the GSI. We selected these major earthquakes based on the following criteria. Firstly, we obtained the list of earthquakes that caused crustal deformation at GNSS stations compiled by the GSI (http://mekir a.gsi.go.jp/catal ogue/index .html). Then, we calculated the hypocentral radius R 0 of an area suffering coseismic deformation by applying Eq. (3) (Okada 1995) for every earthquake listed by the GSI during our analysis period:
where U max denotes the expected maximum coseismic crustal displacement in centimeters, M denotes the magnitude of the earthquake, and R 0 denotes the hypocentral radius in kilometers. In this study, we used 0.05 cm for U max . Then, we calculated the epicentral radius R from R 0 and the earthquake depth. Using the GNSS stations within in the radius R, we identified the major earthquakes and eliminated the displacement increments for 6 days.
Secondly, we calculated the relative displacements with respect to the average time series of six GNSS stations (station numbers 950456, 950457, 950458, 950462, 960691, and 960692) to remove common mode errors and to extract the GNSS time series with the Amurian Plate fixed. Stacking the time series of multiple reference stations reduces the effects of the scatter noise of the reference stations (Takagi et al. 2016; Wdowinski et al. 1997) .
Thirdly, we estimated the annual and semiannual components using a linear least squares method and subtracted them from the GNSS time series, using Eq. (4): where x ′ (t) is the best fit model resulting from the linear regression, t denotes the time in years, and ω is the angular frequency (1 rad/year in this case). a , b , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , and c 4 are the parameters estimated using the linear least squares method. Then, we calculated the standard error s expressed in Eq. (5) and removed the daily coordinate,
to eliminate the outliers from the GNSS time series:
Fourthly, we estimated the loading velocities due to inter-plate locking and removed the effects of the stress loading in the locked up-dip regions of the SSE zones. We extracted the displacement increments only for periods during which there was no tremor energy in one segment. Then, we cumulatively summed up these increments, estimated the loading velocities using a least squares method, and subtracted the estimated loading velocities from the GNSS time series. That means we assumed that the area including the SSE zones and their up-dip zones was locked during periods of no tremor energy, which was considered to be the reference state in our analysis. That is, the stacked displacements during tremor activity were the perturbations from the average velocity during no tremor activity and can be considered to be the total signals of small tectonic stress release.
Extraction and stacking of displacement increments during release period
We focused on the crustal deformation accompanying tremor activity and extracted the displacement increments during tremor activity following the stacking method proposed by Frank (2016) . After pre-processing the GNSS time series, we calculated the displacement increments by applying Eq. (1) again. Next, we extracted the increments for the release period according to the daily sum of tremor energy using the catalog studied by Annoura et al. (2016) . Here, we converted the time in the tremor catalog from Japan Standard Time (JST) into Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), which is approximately equal to GPS time. If the daily sum of tremor energy was above a certain threshold, we categorized the displacement increments into the release period. In other words, we considered displacements due to the stress release to occur only on days of high tremor energy. Otherwise, we considered there to be no displacement at the GNSS stations, which we called the stable period. We changed the tremor energy threshold from 0.05 × 10 7 J to 3.00 × 10 7 J in increments of 0.05 × 10 7 J.
Then, we cumulatively summed up the displacement increments for the release period (Fig. 2) . In Fig. 2a-d , the GNSS time series have been rearranged to separate the stable period (red lines) from the release period (blue lines). The GNSS time series before rearrangement are shown in Additional file 1: Figure S1 . By cumulatively summing the increments of the release period, the signalto-noise ratio during tremor activity can be increased
and the cumulative displacement can be regarded as the total displacement due to the tectonic stress release, that is, the total signal of small SSEs. Finally, we estimated the release velocities based on the cumulative displacements for the release period using a least squares method. We also estimated the standard error of the linear regression slope σ using Eq. (6):
where x is the mean of x.
Results
The calculated release velocities per day, especially on the up-dip side of the tremor activity, are generally oriented opposite to the direction of plate convergence ( Fig. 3a-c) .
In segment V, the number of days categorized into the release period was very small because of little tremor activity ( Fig. 4e) , resulting in large scatter of the release velocities. Therefore, only the results in segments I to IV are plotted in Fig. 3 , although the results obtained in all segments with a threshold of 0.05 × 10 7 J are provided in Additional file 1: Figure S2 . As shown in Fig. 3a -c, the higher the tremor energy threshold, the greater the estimated release velocities, because they were extracted only for greater tectonic stress release coincident with tremor activity. Therefore, we succeeded in detecting small crustal deformation accompanying tremor activity. However, when the threshold is too high, the release velocities exhibit considerable scatter and larger error ellipses (Fig. 3d ). This is probably because the number of days categorized into the release period decreases as the threshold increases (Fig. 4) and the signal-to-noise ratio of the release period becomes worse. It is expected that by increasing the analysis period and the number of days categorized into the release period, the signal-tonoise ratio of the release period could be improved and the release velocities could be observed even with a high threshold.
Discussion
Cumulative displacements and durations for the release period
To clarify the performance of the stacking method, we compared our stacked displacements with the cumulative displacements predicted by the fault model of the previously identified short-term SSEs. We used the elastic dislocation model in a homogeneous half-space medium (Okada 1992) to calculate the displacements. The short-term SSE models were estimated using tilt data from the NIED Hi-net (e.g., Sekine et al. 2010 ) and the GNSS data employed by Nishimura et al. (2013) .
We used the rectangular fault model parameters estimated in those previous studies in our analysis period (i.e., between April 1, 2004 and December 31, 2009) and calculated the cumulative displacements. For our analysis period, the fault models of 24 events were estimated by the NIED (and were collected in what is (2009a, b, 2010a, b) . We also used the fault models of 35 events along the Nankai Trough, estimated by Nishimura et al. (2013) . Figure 5 compares the cumulative displacements calculated from our results and those of the previous studies. The cumulative displacements for the release period were calculated approximately from the products of the estimated release velocities and the number of days categorized into the release period, assuming that the estimated velocities were constant during the release period. Figure 5 suggests that the cumulative displacements estimated in this study are generally larger than those for the SSEs detected previously, indicating that we succeeded in detecting more SSEs than those included in the previous SSE catalogs. In particular, our stacked displacements coincident with tremor activity in segment IV are much larger than those predicted by the models developed using tilt data (Fig. 5a) . In other words, we were able to detect more SSEs, including smaller ones that are difficult to identify individually.
As described in "Results", the higher the tremor energy threshold, the greater the estimated release velocities, but the smaller the cumulative displacements (Fig. 5b-d) , because as the threshold increases, the number of days categorized into the release period decreases. That is, the number of days categorized into the release period affects the cumulative displacements more than the release velocity. In segments III and IV, the cumulative displacements estimated in this study are much smaller when the threshold is 1.30 × 10 7 J (Fig. 5d ) than when it is 0.05 × 10 7 J (Fig. 5b) , which means that crustal deformation corresponding to relatively intense tremor activity did not occur in these segments. In addition, the amplitude of the cumulative displacements estimated in this study is roughly similar in segments I, II, and III when the threshold is 0.35 × 10 7 J (Fig. 5c) . However, when the threshold is 1.30 × 10 7 J (Fig. 5d) , the amplitude in segment III is much smaller than those in segments I and II, and the latter amplitudes are approximately equal to that of the cumulative displacements of SSEs detected previously. Taking into account these contrasts, it could be suggested that the excitation efficiency of tremors due to slow slip is different for each segment in western Shikoku.
Furthermore, we compared the duration and timing of the release period in this study and those in the previous SSE catalogs. Nishimura et al. (2013) estimated only the middle dates of SSE episodes and did not estimate the durations of SSEs. Therefore, we compared the durations only with the NIED catalog, according to the following procedure. We made the space-time plot of short-term SSEs in the NIED catalog, projecting in the strike direction of N38°E (Additional file 1: Figure S3 ). We counted durations of SSEs every segment when a part of SSE along strike is included in the segment. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the total duration of SSEs in this study with that in the NIED catalog. In segments I to IV, the number of the days for the release periods, which are included in SSE durations of the NIED catalog, is smaller than the total duration of SSEs in the NIED catalog at any tremor energy thresholds. This result might imply that the short-term SSEs detected by the NIED were composed of intermittent slow slips accompanying tremor activity and that the actual duration of slow slip was shorter than that of SSEs identified in the previous study, similar to the long-term SSEs in Guerrero reported by Frank et al. (2018) . Our method might be effective in extracting the real active period in which short-term SSEs accompanying tremor activity occurs in more detail. We also made the space-time plot of short-term SSEs estimated by Nishimura et al. (2013) and confirmed whether the middle dates of SSE episodes were included in the release period in our study (Additional file 1: Figure S4) . Consequently, The middle dates of 30 out of 33 models in segments I to IV estimated by Nishimura et al. (2013) were included in the release period in our study with a tremor energy threshold of 0.05 × 10 7 J . Our analysis quantitatively shows the synchronization of SSEs with tremor activity, which Nishimura et al. (2013) also suggested. It also suggests that many strain release episodes accompanying with tremors may be missed in the catalogs of the previous studies.
Different characteristics of the estimated fault and tremor energy in each segment
To analyze the different characteristics in each segment, we estimated the source region of the detected small crustal deformation using a rectangular fault model. The input data of the source estimation were the estimated release velocities per day such as Fig. 3 with varying the tremor energy threshold every segment. We used a nonlinear inversion method (Matsu'ura and Hasegawa 1987) and a homogeneous elastic half-space model (Okada 1992) to estimate the fault parameters. The initial locations of the center of the rectangular fault model were the centers of the stations in each segment. The initial width, rake, and slip velocity were the averages of the estimated parameters listed in Table 1 of Sekine et al. (2010) for segments I, II, and III and those listed in Table 2 of Sekine et al. (2010) for segment IV. The initial slip velocity is derived from the average slip velocity for all the shortterm SSEs in Sekine et al. (2010) which are included in our analysis period. The depth, strike, and dip were constrained to fit the iso-depth contours of the Philippine Sea Plate (Baba et al. 2002; Nakajima and Hasegawa 2007; Hirose et al. 2008) . Because the coverage of the GNSS stations along the strike was limited in each segment, the length of the rectangular fault was difficult to estimate. Therefore, we fixed the length to 1000 km, approximating an infinitely long fault along the strike. Finally, we estimated five parameters: longitude, latitude, width, rake, and slip velocity.
Estimated rectangular fault models for different tremor energy thresholds show wide ranges of widths and rakes, and some of them are unrealistic due to the low signal-tonoise ratio of the release velocity, especially in segment IV. Therefore, in this paper, we discuss only some common characteristics of the well-fitted fault model defined later in segment I, II, and III. Figure 6 shows the examples of the estimated rectangular fault models in segments I, II, and III, respectively.
In these segments, the estimated faults are located above the tremor activity and these are spatially concordant with those of previous studies. The average slip velocity of well-fitted models (Additional file 1: Figures S5-S7 ) are 3.4 mm/day, 9.2 mm/day, and 2.6 mm/day in segment I, II, and III, respectively. Although the average slip velocity in segment II is faster, it is probably artificial because there was a strong trade-off between the area of the rectangular fault and the average slip and they couldn't be well resolved (Additional file 1: Figure S6 ). However, the average slip velocities in segment I and III are approximately equal to that of short-term SSEs estimated in western Shikoku by the NIED (e.g., 2.9 mm/day which is an average calculated by dividing the slip by the duration).
As described in "Introduction", the previous studies reported a strong correlation between tremor energy and SSE moment. Hiramatsu et al. (2008) analyzed SSEs in the Tokai region, about 500 km east of the western Shikoku region along the Nankai Trough and reported that there were positive correlations between the seismic moments of the SSEs and the apparent moments of the tremors. To confirm whether there were these characteristics between segments in our results, we plotted the relation between the daily moment derived from the estimated slip velocity and the area of the rectangular fault model and the average of daily tremor energy during the release period when we changed the tremor energy threshold in Additional file 1: Figure S8 . As mentioned above, when we estimated the SSE fault models, we fixed the length to 1000 km, approximating an infinitely long fault along the strike. Therefore, we normalized the moment by the length and calculated the moment per length. From all tremor energy and moment plots (Additional file 1: Figure S8 ), we could not identify any relationship between the SSE moment and average tremor energy, probably due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of the release velocities, as mentioned above, and many unrealistic estimated SSE models are also present in Additional file 1: Figure S8 . To find the correlation between estimated SSE moments and tremor energy, we chose 'well-fitted models' of the estimated rectangular fault models based on the following criteria (Fig. 7) . Firstly, we focused only on the estimated models with a tremor energy threshold of 1.50 × 10 7 J or less. This is because the signal to noise ratio of the release period is better with a smaller threshold and we could obtain the rather robust models, although it becomes worse with a too large threshold as described in "Results". Secondly, we calculated the correlation coefficients between estimated SSE moment and average of tremor energy increasing the number of data used in the calculation in descending order of residual reductions in the fault estimation in each segment (Additional file 1: Figure S9 ). We stopped to increase the number of data when correlation coefficient was lower than 0.7. Based on these criteria, we chose 12, 9, and 11 models in segments I, II, and III, respectively, and call these fault models 'well-fitted models' . We obtained positive linear correlations between the moment and tremor energy in segments I, II, and III. Our results indicate there are similar relationships between the SSEs and tremors in western Shikoku with those reported by Hiramatsu et al. (2008) . In addition, these results indicate that the slow slip rate was high when the tremor became active in the corresponding segment. This feature is concordant with the characteristics of our results that the higher the tremor energy threshold, the greater the release velocities because the signals were extracted only for greater tectonic stress release coincident with tremor activity, as described in "Results". Furthermore, the linear regression slopes in segments I and II are steeper than that in segment III, which means that an SSE with the same moment activates more tremors in segments I and II than in segment III. Thus, the proportionality coefficients between the SSEs and the energy of the corresponding tremor activity are different in each segment. This characteristic is concordant with the results reported by Yabe and Ide (2014) that the energy rate of tremors in western Shikoku is larger than that in central Shikoku.
Some problems in the fault model estimation should be noted. We could not obtain a very robust model in each segment, as mentioned above and shown in Additional file 1: Figures S5-S7 , and could not obtain such a correlation in segment IV either, probably due to the low signal-to-noise ratio in the release period. By analyzing a longer period and improving the signal-to-noise ratio by increasing the number of days categorized into the release period, the different characteristics of the SSEs in each segment could be analyzed more precisely. Despite the issues described above, the variations between segments I, II, and III obtained through our analysis suggest that the characteristics of SSEs differ by segment in western Shikoku.
Conclusions
Applying the staking method proposed by Frank (2016) to GNSS data enabled successful detection of the small crustal deformation accompanying tremor activity in southwest Japan. Comparison with the results of previous studies also indicated that we were able to detect larger crustal deformation than those caused by the previously detected SSEs.
The fault models estimated from the stacked displacements yielded results that were concordant with those of previous studies and linear relations between the moment and tremor energy in some segments. In addition, the obtained linear positive correlations suggest that large slow slip occurred when the active tremors were in the segments in western Shikoku (segments I and II) and central Shikoku (segment III). The differences in the linear regression slopes probably reflect the differences of the proportionality coefficients between the SSEs and corresponding tremor energy in this region. In this case, the proportionality coefficient in western Shikoku was found to be greater than that in central Shikoku. These results indicate that the characteristics of the locations where SSEs occur and the excitation efficiencies of the resulting tremors are different for each segment. These results might suggest that an average strength of tremor sources varies along the Nankai Trough even if tremor sources are distributed homogeneously. In other words, tremor activity could serve as a proxy for SSEs, reflecting the different characteristics of the SSEs in the segments along the Nankai Trough.
However, we could not obtain very stable fault models overall because the signal-to-noise ratio of the release period was low. By analyzing a longer period, it would be possible to describe the overall differences between the segments in southwest Japan more precisely and to clarify the characteristics of small SSEs in detail. Furthermore, this stacking method might be useful to detect small crustal deformation with tremor activity as cumulative displacements in other regions.
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